Applications
Scott Bader has a strong reputation for producing high quality resins used in the manufacture of paints and coatings. We are constantly developing new products to meet new demands and expectations.

Our current range of alkyds and solvent based acrylics are proven to have excellent performance across many applications:

- Decorative: Used inside or out, our products are an essential paint and coating component, offering excellent durability, good flow and levelling properties are essential characteristics of paints and coatings.

- Industrial: Metal surfaces in heavy-duty environments require superior protection. Together we can discuss the optimum products to use to suit the application, such as direct to metal adhesion, protection or anti-corrosion primers.

- Wood: Scott Bader products significantly enhance the finish and overall performance of various wood coatings, such as varnishes, floor topcoats, stains and other industrial wood coatings.

The products listed in our Solvent Based Coatings guide are just a selection of products currently available. For information on our complete range please contact the most convenient Scott Bader office to you, listed on the back of this guide.

Functional Resins and Polymers: We develop, manufacture and distribute synthetic resins and polymers for:
- Building and Decoration
- Textiles and Furnishings
- Graphic Arts
- Paints and Coatings

Knowledge and Expertise: Our people have unrivalled experience in the chemical industry. We build strong customer relationships to understand their needs, now and in the future.

Pioneering Products: Innovation and product development is at the center of our company. Our leading product brands include:
- Texicryl
- Texipol
- Crestakyd
- Crestacryl
- Texicote

Technical and Customer Support: We encourage our customers to involve us in their ambitions and challenges so that we can work together to find solutions.
**Long Oil Alkyds**

**Product Summary:** For information on our complete range of products please contact the most convenient Scott Bader office to you, listed on the reverse of this booklet.

**Medium Oil Alkyds**

**Solvent Based Acrylics**

**Modified Alkyds**

**Short Oil Alkyds**

**Solvent Less Acrylic Resins**
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